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ABSTRACT

Imaging of plants using multi-camera arrays in high-density growth environments is a strategy for affordable
high-throughput phenotyping. In multi-camera systems, simultaneous imaging of hundreds to thousands of
plants eliminates the time delay in measurements between plants seen in plant-to-camera or camera-to-plant
systems, which allows for the analysis of plant growth, development, and environmental responses at a high
temporal resolution. On the other hand, high plant density, camera-to-camera variation, and other trade-offs
increase the complexity of data analysis. Here we present two recent updates to the PlantCV image analysis
package to improve usability when working with multi-plant datasets. First, we introduce a method to automate
detection of plants organized in a grid layout, reducing the need to make separate workflows for each camera in
a multi-camera system. Second, we reduced the number of input and output parameters for functions handling
the shape and location of plants and introduce automatic iteration over multiple objects of interest (e.g. plants),
reducing the level of programming needed to build workflows.

Keywords: NAPPN 2023, plant phenotyping, computer vision, image analysis, time-lapse

1. INTRODUCTION

In high-throughput phenotyping, imaging paired with computer vision is used to non-destructively measure
plant features and responses to the environment over a period of growth. PlantCV∗ is an open-source, Python-
based software package for analyzing images in plant phenotyping experiments.1 One of the goals of the PlantCV
project is to make image analysis accessible for both computer programmers and biologists alike, and while coding
experience to use PlantCV is relatively minimal, areas where usability can be improved exist. Improvements to
PlantCV (and other community-based software) are opportunities for community involvement, including training
and mentoring of students and early career researchers.2

In a common plant phenotyping setting, plants in growth chambers are imaged to simultaneously collect data
for hundreds or thousands of plants.3–5 In this configuration, plants are arranged in a grid and each camera
observes multiple plants from an overhead perspective. Image segmentation is used to separate the plant pixels
from the background, but to measure individual plant phenotypes, each plant needs to be labeled uniquely. When
plants are grown in a structured grid layout, a simple approach is to set a region of interest (ROI) to denote
the location and approximate area of each pot. In PlantCV, multiple regions of interest in a grid layout can
be created using the plantcv.roi.multi function. The plantcv.roi.multi function requires several inputs that the
user must manually determine from a representative image. The required input parameters are the following:
coord, the pixel coordinate of the center of the plant in the top-left corner; radius, the desired radius of the
circular ROIs; spacing, the number of pixels between plant centers in the horizontal and vertical directions; and
nrows and ncols, the number of rows and columns in the grid (Figure 1). A user can potentially reuse the
same workflow settings across multiple images if the camera field-of-view remains the same across images in the
dataset. However, when there are multiple cameras or any change in position between the trays and cameras,
the input variables will likely need to be re-parameterized, which can be time consuming. Parameterization
of individual cameras is a common use case with Raspberry Pi equipped growth chambers used at the Donald
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Danforth Plant Science Center.3 Additionally, PlantCV v3 supports the recording of multiple sets of phenotype
measurements for multi-plant images but requires users to iterate over each ROI using a Python for loop in their
workflow, which requires more advanced understanding of the Python programming language. Here we describe
new features of PlantCV v4 that will streamline the analysis workflow development process.

Figure 1: Input image and parameters for plantcv.roi.multi. Blue circles are the regions of interest (ROIs).
(A) marks the location of the coord parameter, (B) and (C) are the lengths of the spacing parameters in the
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, and (D) marks the radius.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Functions were added to or modified from PlantCV. All stable and development versions of PlantCV can be
cloned from the PlantCV GitHub repository†. The changes and additions for this project were added to PlantCV
through pull requests, which were merged into the 4.x development branch after passing automated testing and
being reviewed by other PlantCV contributors. Documentation pages detailing how to use the new and updated
functions were added to the PlantCV documentation‡.

Images of Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. plants were acquired hourly from Zeitgeber time (ZT) 00:05 to
15:05 over several weeks using a Raspberry Pi 3 model B+ computer§ and 8 megapixel Raspberry Pi Camera
Module 2¶. All A. thaliana plants were of the Columbia (Col) ecotype and grown on Pro-Mix FPX soil in
Conviron MTPS-20 growth chambers in diurnal conditions with 16 hours light and 8 hours dark at 22◦C and
18◦C, respectively, with 200µmol/m2/s light.

PlantCV functions were developed and tested using Python v3.9.12, OpenCV v4.5.54, NumPy v1.22.45,
scikit-image v0.19.3, scikit-learn v1.1.16 and Jupyter Notebook v8.4.07. Documentation pages were added and
updated using mkdocs v1.3.0.6–10

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Automatic plant grid layout detection

Given the regular layout of plants grown as in Figure 1, we aimed to design an algorithm that can automatically
detect the grid layout parameters typically input by a user using the plantcv.roi.multi function. We hypothesized

†https://github.com/danforthcenter/plantcv
‡https://plantcv.readthedocs.io/en/4.x/
§https://www.raspberrypi.com/products/raspberry-pi-3-model-b-plus
¶https://www.raspberrypi.com/products/camera-module-v2
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that the positions of the columns and rows of the grid of plants could be estimated by clustering the horizontal
and vertical positions, respectively, using a Gaussian Mixture Model11 parameterized with the correct number
of centers (the number of rows or columns). First, the input image is segmented into a binary image that labels
plant pixels white and background black (Figure 2). Next, the OpenCV function findContours is used to identify
the contours of each object in the binary image and the center of mass of each object is calculated. A Gaussian
Mixture Model is used to calculate the likely x and y positions of each column and row, respectively. The
resulting positions are used to identify the coordinate of the center of the top-left pot and the average horizontal
and vertical spacing between pots to succinctly and evenly represent the grid. This functionality is available in
the PlantCV function plantcv.roi.auto grid, which returns a grid of circular ROIs, like plantcv.roi.multi, but only
requires an input binary mask and the number of rows and columns.

plantcv.roi.auto grid is robust to missing plants and the presence of background noise. When there are
missing plants in the grid (Figure 2), the function still identifies an ROI at the location of the missing plant as
long as at least one plant is found in each column and row of the tray. Plants are usually missing because they
died part way through an experiment or because their seeds never germinated. While no measurements can be
associated with undetected plants, by assigning an ROI to the empty pots, PlantCV will maintain metadata
records for these pots.

Figure 2: A binary mask with (A) missing plants and (B) objects that are not part of a plant.

The streamlined plantcv.roi.auto grid function was tested on images corresponding to several different trays
of A. thaliana. In the experiment, up to 544 images were taken over the lifetime of a single tray of plants, and 24
trays of plants were imaged. Since the trays are in slightly different locations in images from each camera, using
the existing plantcv.roi.multi would require the user to configure a separate workflow for each camera. Instead,
we were able to design a single workflow containing the plantcv.roi.auto grid step to analyze images from the
entire experiment (Figure 3). The PlantCV workflow was able to identify the grid layout correctly in all images
despite variation between images. Some of the images also had missing plants, disjoint leaves, or noise remaining
in the binary masks used for clustering, but identification of the grid layout was still correct.

3.2 Automating the use of multiple ROIs

In addition to ROIs, PlantCV uses OpenCV contours to describe the structure of objects (e.g. plants, seeds,
leaves, etc.) in an image. OpenCV contours are comprised of two data structures: contours are the coordinates
of the outlines of objects, and hierarchy is the relationship between individual contours. In previous versions
of PlantCV, contours and hierarchy are frequency both inputs and outputs to functions that create ROIs, filter
out noise, or measure plants and other objects of interest.1 To reduce this complexity in PlantCV workflows, we



Figure 3: Output images from roi.auto grid on several different images. Images come from two different trays:
(A) and (B) are from one tray and (C) and (D) are from another. Images from the same tray were taken at
different time points.

added a new data structure, Objects, to PlantCV v4 that encapsulates one or more pairs of OpenCV contours
and hierarchy, which results in half as many input and/or output parameters for ten or more functions.

In a multi-plant imaging context as seen in Figure 1, tools like plantcv.roi.auto grid return multiple ROIs
and measurements need to be done on contours within each ROI individually. In PlantCV v3, a user would need
to write a Python for loop to iterate over both the OpenCV contours and hierarchy and run a series of PlantCV
functions within the loop to get individual plant measurements.1 In PlantCV v4, we revised functions that use
the new Objects data structure to automatically iterate over multiple ROIs or contour-hierarchy pairs. Together
with new tools such as plantcv.roi.auto grid, these new features reduce the programming complexity of PlantCV
workflows, which lowers the barriers of use for all users.

DATA AVAILABILITY STATEMENT

PlantCV is an open-source image analysis software package targeted for plant phenotyping. PlantCV provides
a common programming and documentation interface to a collection of image analysis techniques that are
integrated from a variety of source packages and algorithms. PlantCV utilizes a modular architecture that
enables flexibility in the design of analysis workflows and rapid assimilation and integration of new methods. For
more information about the project, links to recorded presentations, datasets, and publications using PlantCV,
please visit our homepage: https://plantcv.danforthcenter.org. PlantCV is also available for installation
through the Python Package Index (https://pypi.org) and Conda-Forge.12
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